deaf & hearing impaired
Echo MiniTech Pro

Echo MiniTechT
The Echo MiniTechT™ is a portable personal listener
which can be used with either a headset or neck loop
and gives excellent amplification in meetings, out and
about or television listening at home. It uses a stubby
microphone on a long lead to pick up sound and send
it straight to your ears, helping you follow and engage
in conversation and chat with your family and friends.
It can be used with a digital quality under chin headset,
stereo headphones or if used with a hearing aid, a high
powered neck loop that transmits the sound to the
hearing aid when switched to the ‘T’ setting (check you
have the T setting on your hearing aid). The MiniTechT™
can be connected directly to the TV using an audio
lead (not included). The MiniTechT™ can also be used
to listen to a public loop system, using a headset. By
activating the T Switch, the personal listener picks up
sound from the loop and sends it directly to your ears
via the headset, ideal if you do not wear hearing aids.
The MiniTechT™ comes with both
stereo underchin headset and a high
powered neckloop, catering for both
requirements, giving you excellent
value for money.

Echo MiniTech Pro® digital personal listener offers
exceptional sound quality that helps you hear more
clearly, with or without a hearing aid. Offering the same
features as the MiniTechT, plus with the addition of the
following:
A bright colour LED indicates the increase and
decrease in volume control. The tone control function
allows you to adjust the bass and treble of the sound.
When connected directly to the TV you can press the
“selector” button and you will hear other sounds in
the room and if you press the “selector” button
again, you will return to the TV sound. This is useful for
wanting to speak to someone whilst watching TV.
As well as being modern and stylish in design the
MiniTech Pro® incorporates digitally controlled
buttons which make the unit easier to use for those
who may have dexterity problems
The digitally controlled buttons allow accurate and
quick volume control, easily adjusted by visual and
tactile volume pads with large symbols and raised
dots, making the MiniTech Pro®
ideal for people who are not only
hard of hearing but who may
also have a visual impairment.

Numeracy Development Pack

Language Development Pack
The products in this pack assist teachers,
therapists and parents to stimulate and
develop language and literacy in the
foundation and primary phases for children
using sign language, children with intellectual
disabilities & those requiring additional visual input.
The products contain pictures and written word based
materials which are colour printed, laminated for
durability, and are culturally appropriate for South Africa.
Using the correct lower and upper case foundation
phase font. Includes: Themed A5 Language
Development Cards, Matching Activity Cards, Alphabet
Banner, Days of the Week Banner, Date & Weather Board,
10 x Alphabet Desk Sheets, Classroom Labelling System,
100 High Frequency Word Cards. For Children who use
Sign Language, AAC, and children who are
Deaf, Non-Verbal & those with Intellectual disabilities.
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The products in this pack assist teachers, therapists
and parents in stimulating and developing
numeracy in the foundation and primary phases
for children using sign language, as well as for
children with intellectual disabilities and those
requiring additional visual input. Products contain
pictures and written word based materials which are
colour printed, laminated for durability, and are
culturally appropriate for South Africa. Printed using the
correct lower and upper case foundation phase font.
Includes: Numbers 1-10 Banner, 10 x Numeracy Desk
Sheets, Large Clock, Large Number Line, Flard Cards,
Place Value Cards, 1- 100 Number Grid.
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Posters & Banners Classroom Set

Hearing Aid Care Kit

Give your classroom some bright new content with this
pack of useful, educational posters and banners with
correct SA Sign Language Hand signs. Includes
4 x A1 Posters (My Body, Shapes, Colours & Feelings)
1 x Date, Season & Weather Board - see pg 158
1 x Numeracy 1-10 Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Days of the Week Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Phonic Alphabet Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Classroom labelling system (To place on objects in
class)

This essential daily kit includes hearing aid batteries for
cochlear implants and hearing aids, as well as a
Hearing Aid Care Kit. Includes
1 x Battery Tester for Daily Testing - important!
5 x 6 Pack Size 13 Batteries
5 x 6 Pack Size 675 Batteries
5 x Storage Containers
5 x Hearing Aid Clips.
Hearing Aid Care kit includes: Cleaning Cup, Cleaning
Capsules, Drying Cup, Drying Capsules, and a Wax
Picker.

Sign Language Training DVD
Featuring South African Sign Language, this DVD
demonstrates all the Sign Language vocabulary used in
the
accompanying Language Development
Packs. The DVD assists parents, teachers, therapists etc.
with correct Sign Language production and retention of
the vocabulary.
A variety of sign ‘dialects’ are
available and can be customised
according to the users needs.
All signers used in the DVD’s are
themselves Deaf and use
South African Sign Language
as their primary means
of communication.

Sign Language Story DVD's
Featuring South African Sign Language, this DVD
features a range of Sign language children’s stories
and poems.
The DVD assists children, parents, teachers, therapists
etc. with correct Sign Language production and
retention of the vocabulary. Stories help to show use of
the signs in context and in a flowing sentence, with
repetition of some story lines providing an opportunity
for more practice and increased recognition of the
signs.
All signers used in the DVD’s are
themselves Deaf and use
South African Sign Language
as their primary means of
communication.

Did you know?
Sign Language can be a strong support for
people who use AAC too! Signing alongside a symbol can
help people to understand & use language more. Often,
people who use AAC are taught 'signed English' which
follows the grammatical order of spoken English, whereas
the Deaf community use South African Sign Language
which has a different word order and rules. Children who
use AAC benefit from multi-modal input - that means
seeing a sign, and a symbol, hearing the word, or even
adding a real object too - which helps to reinforce the
meaning of communication for some people.
"Tiny Handz" offers sign language training for AAC!
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The Bellman Range of Hearing Alerters
The Bellman Transmitters and Receivers give you the freedom to move around in your house and garden, with a
range of approximately of 30 meters and more. With backup batteries, the system works even when there is a power
failure. Totally wireless, the systems are very easy and user friendly, with no professional installation is required. Just
place the transmitter where you need it and take a portable receiver with you when you move around. The Swedish
quality and award winning design provide great value for your money.

Doorbell detection
Detects all types of
doorbells and alerts you
when your friends arrive.

Telephone detection
Detects both phones and
tablets and alerts you to
calls and messages.

Baby Monitoring
Monitors your loved one
around the clock and alerts
you to every little gurgle.

Fire Protection
Supervises your home
and wakes you if a fire
should occur.

Phone Transmitter

Door Transmitter
Simply place it close to your door bell. Transmits signal up
to 250m. Detects all kinds of doorbells and intercoms.
Can be programmed to recognise any sound. Includes
batteries, and velcro for wall mounting.

Can detect landline or
mobile phones and
even SMS messages.
Simply connect it to
your phone socket.
Includes batteries
and velcro for wall
mounting.
Can detect up to
three separate
sounds.
6.5 x 10 x 2.7cm.

Smoke Alarm Transmitter
It is activated by smoke and sends a signal immediately
to your receivers. Includes battery, mounting plate, and
screw for ceiling mounting. Suitable for use in cooking
areas too as you can use 'toast' mode. Alerts you if the
batteries are low. 10cm diameter x 3.5cm.

Baby Cry Transmitter
Simply place it close to
your baby. Adjustable
sensitivity and delay.
Optional Contact
Mat accessory to
alert you if your
baby leaves her bed.
Up to 250m range.
Includes batteries,
table stand and
screw for wall
mounting.
6.5 x 10 x 2.7cm.

Magnetic Switch Transmitter
When the magnets are separated the transmitter
signals the receiver which notifies you - using sound,
lights or vibrations. Can send its signal to any of the
compatible receivers. Must be connected to the
Telephone transmitter. Cable length is 50cm.
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Contact Mat Transmitter
Used to notify you when someone gets out of bed or
enters/leaves a room. Must be connected to the
Telephone transmitter. When the mat is activated, the
transmitter signals any receiver which notifies you using sound, lights or vibrations. Cable length 2m.
72 x 39 x 0.2cm. Weight 300g. Colour Black.
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Alarm Clock Receiver

Pager Receiver

The Alarm Clock receiver alerts you when it's time to
wake up, with a flashing light, a sound and a vibration
with the included Bed Shaker connected. It is also a
receiver for when the phone rings or when your baby
needs you, flashing brightly to alert you. The alarm
gradually increases to over 100dB. Four bright flashing
lights. Has a backup battery for use during power cuts,
and a Power adapter included. 12 x 9.2cm.

The Pager receiver alerts you with clear vibrations and
lighted symbols. It is small, lightweight and can easily
be carried in your pocket or on your belt. Includes belt
clip and safety cord. At night you can connect a Bed
Shaker to the optional charger accessory. 5.7 x 2.9cm.

Portable Receiver

Bed Shaker Receiver

The Portable receiver alerts you with amplified sounds
and a flashing light. It has an adjustable volume up to
90dB and is very easy to carry. Can be connected to
bed shaker. Up to 3 years battery life. Includes
batteries, wall mount and screws. 13 x 3.6cm.

The bed shaker will alert even a heavy sleeper. Simply
place the bed shaker under your mattress or pillow and
plug it into any of the Bellman receivers. The bed shaker
works with all receivers and requires no internal battery.
It can be connected to all our receivers.
Cable length 2m.

Flash Receiver

Wrist Receiver

The Flash receiver alerts you with a flashing light and
coloured symbols. You can easily attach a Bed
shaker to it for additional vibration. 140 H x 70cm W.
Rotating top so you can easily direct the light. Mains
powered. Battery backup model available.
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The wrist receiver notifies you with vibrations when the
doorbell or telephone rings, when your baby needs
you or if the smoke alarm goes off. It’s our smallest
receiver to date. Wear it around your wrist so you can
always be reached. Uses lights and vibration patterns.
Includes charger & extra wrist band.
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